
Paths in the lambda-calculusThree years of communications without understandingA. AspertiUniversity of BolognaBolognaC. LaneveINRIA-CMASophia-Antipolis V. DanosUniversity Paris 7-CNRSParisL. RegnierCNRSMarseilleAbstractSince the rebirth of �-calculus in the late sixties,three major theoretical investigations of �-reductionwere undertaken: 1) L�evy's analysis of families ofredexes (and the associated concept of labeled reduc-tions); 2) Lamping's graph-reduction algorithm; 3) Gi-rard's geometry of interaction.All these three studies happened to make crucial (ifnot always explicit) use of a notion of path. Namelyand respectively: legal, consistent and regular paths.Now, these three di�erent notions stand in no obvi-ous relation at �rst sight. In this paper we prove theyare equivalent.1 IntroductionLet us �rst survey the three di�erent notions ofpaths which we want to prove are equivalent.L�evy took hold in [12] of the di�cult notion of tworedexes being created in the \same" way during a re-duction (in which case they were said to belong to thesame \family"). Then he labeled terms and made betareductions act on labels so that two redexes were inthe same family i� they had the same labels.Labels then slept �fteen years before the awaken-ing in [2] where they were identi�ed with legal paths.More precisely: 1) labels of redexes in any reduct Nof M denote paths in M ; 2) those paths are legal; 3)conversely, any legal path in M denotes a label of aredex to appear somewhere in the set of reducts ofM .Legality is a simple and e�ective condition that intu-itively asks for enough symmetry in the path so thatthe reduction may unfold it into a redex.

In the meantime, people were seeking for a sharedreduction faithfully implementing the notion of fami-lies, i.e., a reduction where families could be said tobe reduced in one step. Such a reduction was discov-ered by Lamping in [11], and also by Kathail in [10](important subsequent simpli�cationswere given in [9]and [1]). The invariants which were used to prove thecorrectness of Lamping's implementation were consis-tent paths.Finally Girard unveiled in [8] an interpretation ofthe cut-elimination procedure for linear logic. Againthe alternative computation could be de�ned as thecomputation of a particular set of paths on proofs,namely regular paths which were de�ned through analgebraic and computational device the dynamic al-gebra (see [5, 14] where this is also extended to purelambda-calculus).A fact to marvel at, is that none of the three con-ditions above seems to bear any relation with beta-reduction. There is yet another equivalent de�nitionwhich may be the most natural one, but which is alsothe most une�ective one: persistent paths. Call a pathpersistent if its residuals through any reductions arestill connected. In [7] this fourth condition is shown tobe equivalent to regularity hence to all the three withwhich we deal in this paper.Apart from the satisfaction gained in knowing thatthere is essentially one notion of paths in lambda-calculus, we also expect these studies to yield somenew insights about the (implementation of) beta-reduction based on the uni�cation of the di�erent per-spectives.A word about linear logic. This paper could havebeen written entirely in the framework of proof-nets.Actually, since proof-nets are a graphical syntax based



on a duality (the linear negation) and have a nice geo-metrical structure given by their correctness condition(the trips), they are much more appealing for workingout these investigations on paths. We choose to stickto lambda-calculus because two of the three relatedworks were done for it. However the results presentedhere may be transposed to linear logic and proof-netswithout any di�culty. This point is important sinceother calculi may be encoded in proof-nets; for in-stance lambda-calculus-like systems for classical logicsuch as the ��-calculus of Parigot [13].2 The graphical representation of �-termsWe deal with a graph representation of �-termswhich uni�es in a single shot the usual representa-tion (referred to as the Bourbarki representation, [3])linking the bound variables to their lambda, the dy-namic graph [5, 14, 6] and the sharing graph represen-tation as de�ned in [1]. Our graphs are unoriented buthave a natural orientation de�ned on the �gures be-low. The edges are labeled by some weight belongingto the dynamic algebra (see section 4). Each node mhas a depth (an index in sharing graphs terminology)which is a positive integer marking m. Similarly anedge is at depth n if its �nal node (w.r.t. the natu-ral orientation) is at depth n and the depth of a pathis the smallest depth of the nodes it traverses. Eachnode is de�ned together with an associated set of en-tering edges (w.r.t. the natural orientation) called itspremises. There are three kind of nodes:Communication nodes: the context (c) and thevariable (v) nodes are zero-ary, i.e., have no asso-ciated premises;Multiplicative nodes: the application and thelambda nodes are binary, i.e., have two associatedpremises which are labeled respectively by !k(p)and !k(q) for some k;Exponential nodes: in sharing graph terminologythe control nodes; the croissant is unary, i.e., hasone premise which is labeled by !k(d) where k isthe depth of the node; the bracket is unary and itspremise is labeled by !k(t) where k is the depth ofthe node; the fan is binary and its premises arelabeled respectively by !k(r) and !k(s) where k isthe depth of the node; the weakening is zero-ary.For each integer n and each termM we de�ne by in-duction onM a graph Gn(M ) together with its bound-ary consisting in a single root node (represented on the

�gure as the topmost node) and a set of control nodes,the free nodes of Gn(M ) in one-to-one correspondencewith the free variables of M (represented as the bot-tomost nodes). The translation of a lambda-termMis de�ned to be G(M ) = G0(M ).Variable x.Gn(x) = nnv !n(d)Application (MN ). Only free nodes correspondingto free variables both in M and N are linked to-gether by means of a fan:Gn(MN ) = !n(q) !n(p)1 n n nnn@Gn(M ) Gn+1(N )c
!n(s) !n(t)!n(t)!n(r)The premises of the application are respectivelycalled the context and the argument edges; the ar-gument node of the application is the initial nodeof the argument edge. The exiting edge is calledthe function edge and its �nal node the functionnode of the application. Note that the argumentnode is also the root node of Gn+1(N ) whereasthe function node is the root node of Gn(M ).Abstraction �x:M . There are two cases whether thevariable does or does not appear inM . In the for-mer we link the corresponding node to the lambdanode; in the latter we link a weakening node to



the lambda node:Gn(�xM ) = � !n(q)n Gn(M )!n(p) n� !n(q)!n(p) Gn(M )
The premises of the lambda are respectivelycalled the variable and the body edges. The ini-tial node of the body edge is the body node of theabstraction.In the de�nition of G(M ) we have mentionned atop-down orientation of the graph; this is not mean-ingful in pure graph theoretic terms (it depends onthe drawing). We use it though: the root node isthe topmost node of the graph; the variable edge of alambda nodes is bend, it moves downwards then up tothe lambda. The reason why we feel quiet about it isthat there is a way of formalizing \being below" in agraph theoretic manner by means of the correctnesscondition for proof-nets.While we are on with proof-nets, let us note thatif @ is an application node in G(M ) at depth n, thenthe set of nodes below @ at depth strictly greater thann corresponds exactly to a !-box in the translation ofM into a net. Also note that this set is of the formGn+1(N ) where N is the argument of the application.More generally if n is a context, variable or lambdanode at depth n in G(M ) then the set of nodes belown at depth greater than n must be of the form Gn(N )for some subterm N of M . We shall say that n is theroot of N in M . If N is not equal to M than there isan edge on top of n which will be called the root edgeof N in M or the root edge of n.A path is a sequence of consecutive nodes or equiv-alently a sequence of oriented edges and reversed ori-ented edges w.r.t. the natural orientation. We shalluse both conventions and even mix them without men-tion. The reverse of a path ' is denoted 'r. A pathis straight if it contains no subpath of the form ''rnor uvr where u and v are the two premises of somebinary node. From now on and unless speci�ed weassume that all the paths are straight.

To each variable node (occurrence of variable) v weassociate its discriminant v: it is the maximal pathstarting at v and moving downwards. Note that itis uniquely determined by v and that it may containonly control nodes. The last node of v will be calledits discriminant node. The discriminant node m of vmay or not have an exiting edge. In the former casethis edge must be the variable edge of some �-node �and we say that v and v are bound by �; if m has noexiting edge than it must be a free node of G(M ).Let  be a discriminant; then among all the nodesvisited by , its variable node has a maximal depthand its discriminant node m has a minimal depth. Thedi�erence between the two will be called the lift of .Note that if  is bound by some �-node � then thedepth of � is the same than the depth of m.We will say that a path is of type t1|t2 if it startsfrom a node of type t1 and ends in a node of type t2.In particular an edge of type @-� will be called a redexedge. There is a one to one correspondence betweenredexes inM and redex edges in G(M ). We say that apath ' crosses a redex if it contains the correspondingredex edge.If  is a path in G(M ) then M has a minimal sub-term N such that  is a path in G(N ). We de�nethe leftmost outermost redex crossed by  to be theleftmost outermost redex of N .LetM be a term andM 0 be obtained by some beta-contraction of M . We de�ne a notion of residual ofthe edges of G(M ) in G(M 0) in the obvious way andextend it to the notion of residual of a path alongsome beta-contraction ofM . Note that some paths ofG(M ) don't have any residual in G(M 0). For a precisede�nition see [14].3 Legal pathsIn order to express the legality condition, we be-gin with a de�nition on paths. Well balanced paths(shortly wbp) are inductively de�ned by the followingclauses:� the function edge of any application node is awbp.� let '1 be a wbp ending at a context node c of anapplication @, u be the context edge of @, '2 bea wbp connecting @ to a lambda node � and u0be the body edge of �. Then'1 u'2 u0ris a wbp.



� let '1 be a wbp terminating at some variable nodev,  be the discriminant starting at v, u be thevariable edge starting from the discriminant nodeof  and ending in some �-node �, '2 be a wbpconnecting an application node @ to � and u0 bethe argument edge of @. Then'1  u'r2 u0ris a wbp.Remark.The following lemma expresses some properties ofwbp's that shall be useful later on.Lemma 3.1Straight. If ' is a wbp then ' is straight and hasthe form @u'0v(r)m where @ is some applicationnode, u is the function edge of @, m is somelambda, variable or context node and v is the rootedge of m.Pre�x. Let '1 and '2 be two wbp's connectingthe same application node @ to respectively thelambda nodes �1 and �2. If '2 is a pre�x of '1then �2 = �1 and '2 = '1.Sub-wbp. Let ' be a wbp of type @-� and @ (resp.�) be an application node (resp. a �-node) visitedby '. Then ' has a unique subpath � which is awbp of type @-� and starts at @ (resp. ends at �).These are more or less immediate consequences of thede�nition of wbp's.Actually the \interesting" wbp's are those of type@-�; they intend to be isomorphical to redexes family.However it is not enough to ask only for well balancingon paths of type @-� to get this result. The strongercondition of legality to come hereafter is needed. But�rst let us de�ne by crossed induction two other kindsof paths in a term M : @-cycles and v-cycles.(@-cycle) Let @ be an application node in G(M ), uits argument edge and denote by N the subtermargument of @. An @-cycle at @ is a path of theform @ur  1 �1  2 � � �  n �n  n+1 u@where the  i's are entirely contained in N andthe �i's are v-cycles over some free occurrences ofvariables of N inM . A particular case of @-cycle,which is the very base case of the crossed induc-tion, is n = 0; then the @-cycle is just @ur u@

where  is a cycle contained in N starting andending at the root node of N (the agument nodeof @). Note that a path entirely contained in Nis at depth strictly greater than the depth of @.(v-cycles) Let v be a variable node corresponding toa bound occurrence of variable inM ,  be its dis-criminant and u be the variable edge of its binder�. A v-cycle over v is a path of the formv  u �'r @ @'�ur r vwhere @ is some application node, ' is a wbplinking @ to �, and  is an @-cycle at @.We now state a proposition relating wbp and @-cycles (proved in [2]):Proposition 3.2 Let ' be a wbp and @ @ be an @-cycle at @ contained in '. Then ' can be uniquelydecomposed into:�1 1 u1 �1 '1r @ @'2 �2 u2r 2r�2where both 'i's are wbp's linking @ to some lambdanodes �1 and �2, ui is the variable edge of �i and1, 2 are the discriminants of some occurrences ofvariables bound respectively by �1 and �2.In the situation of Proposition 3.2, we will say that'1 and '2 are the call and return paths of the @-cycle  and that 1 and 2 are the discriminants ofrespectively the call and return paths.De�nition 3.3 A wbp ' is a legal path i� for any@-cycle  contained in ', the call and return paths of and their discriminants are pairwise equal.Legal paths are related to L�evy's families [12] in avery strong way as expressed by the following theorem(in [2]).Theorem 3.4 Given a �-term M , there exists a bi-jective correspondence between legal paths of type @-�in M and all the possible redex families obtained byreduction of M .4 LS and Regular pathsWe give a presentation of the dynamic algebra LSas an equational theory. Terms of LS will be calledmonomials. We de�ne at the same time the languageand the (equational) axioms of LS. Items are:� a composition function which is associative;



� a neutral 1 and an absorbing 0 for composition;� an involution U� satisfying 0� = 0, 1� = 1 and(UV )� = V �U� for any U and V in LS;� a morphism ! for composition, 0, 1 and �;� two multiplicative coe�cients p and q satisfyingthe annihilation axioms:p�p = q�q = 1;p�q = q�p = 0:� Four exponential constants r, s, t, d satisfying theannihilation axioms:r�r = s�s = d�d = t�t = 1;s�r = 0and the commutation equations:!(U )r = r!(U ) !(U )s = s!(U );!(U )t = t!2(U );!(U )d = dUwhere U is any monomial.The weight of the oriented edges is already de-�ned in section 2. The weight w(') of a path 'is inductively given by: if ' is a null path (a pathstarting and ending in the same node, crossing noedge) then its weight is 1, if ' is u'0 (resp. ur'0)where u is an oriented edge then w(') = w('0)w(u)(resp. w('0)w(u)�). Note that weights are com-posed antimorphically w.r.t. paths and that we havew('r) = w(')�.De�nition 4.1 A path ' is regular i� LS 6` w(') =0. At �rst sight this de�nition looks pretty ine�ectivesince it is usually hard to show that something is notprovable in an axiomatic theory. However the the the-orem AB� below (proved in [14]) shows that it is ac-tually easy to compute whether a weight of a path is(provably) null or not in LS.Important convention. From now on, when U andV are monomials and unless otherwise speci�ed weshall write U = V for LS ` U = V .We say that a monomial in which the symbol !(resp. �) doesn't occur is at (resp. positive). Positivemonomials are interesting in that they satisfy A�A = 1as can be easily checked by induction on the numberof constants occurring in A. We de�ne inductively the

stable forms of LS to be the monomials of the formAB� or A!(M )B� when A and B are positive and atand M is in turn a stable form. Note that if M is astable form of LS, then M = AB� for some positive(but not necessarily at) A and B.Proposition 4.2 (Conuence of LSO)The rewriting system LSO on monomials de�ned byorienting all the equations from left to right is noethe-rian. Stable form are normal w.r.t. LSO.Let U be monomial:� if U = for some stable form V of LS then Urewrites to V w.r.t. LSO;� if U = 0 in then U rewrites to 0 w.r.t. LSO.Remark. This entails that LSO is conuent onmonomials which are either null or equal to some sta-ble form.Theorem 4.3 (AB�) Let M be a term and ' bea path in G(M ) possibly not straight. Then w(')rewrites w.r.t. LSO into either 0, or a stable form ofLS.Suppose AB� = 0 for some positive A and B. SinceA�A = B�B = 1 we immediately get 0 = 1 in LS.But this is contradicted by the fact that LS has somenon trivial models (see the next section). Thus rewrit-ing a weight into AB� form indeed shows that it isprovably not null in LS.The foregoing argument has an interesting corollaryconcerning models of LS:Corollary 4.4 (Semantical AB�.) Let M be a nontrivial model of LS and M be a term. Then, for everypath ' (possibly not straight) in G(M ) we haveLS ` w(') = 0 i� M j= w(') = 0:Remark. This property is very speci�c to weights ofpaths: generally a model satis�es more equations thanthe theory it is a model of. For instance one may �ndsome non trivial models of LS in which t�d = 0 whichis not provable in LS (there are some other models inwhich t�d 6= 0). The theorem AB� and its corollaryare only valid for weights of paths. However it is astrong result since it states that any non trivial modelof LS is as good as the theory for computing weightsof paths.



5 A model of LSIn order to help with some of the weight compu-tations to come, we give a �rst interpretation of theequational theory LS (the second one is the contextsemantic in the last section). The veri�cation that theinterpretation satis�es the equations of LS is left tothe reader.Put T the set of partial transformations of N; thatis, an element f of T is a one-to-one mapping of asubset of N (the domain of f) onto a subset of N (thecodomain or range of f). Composition of partial trans-formations is de�ned in the obvious way (the domainof fg is the set of n such that n is in the domain ofg and g(n) is in the domain of f). We interpret eachmonomial U of LS by a partial transformation jU jTof T . The interpretation is de�ned by induction onthe number of symbols appearing in U .We denote by 0T the nowhere de�ned transforma-tion, by 1T the identity on N and set j0jT = 0T andj1jT = 1T . If f is a partial transformation then f� isthe inverse transformation from the codomain to thedomain of f so that for any monomial U we de�nejU�jT = jU jT �.Let jpjT and jqjT be two transformations of T withfull domain and disjoint codomains; for instance takejpjT (n) = 2n and jqjT (n) = 2n+ 1.Let (m;n) 7! dm;ne be a one-to-one mapping ofN2 onto N. We shall denote dn1; : : : ; nke the integerdn1; dn2; : : : ; dnk�1; nke � � �ee. For any transformationf we de�ne !T (f) by:!T (f)dm;ne = dm; f(n)ewhenever n is in the domain of f . For any monomialU we set j!(U )jT = !T (jU jT ). Note that if f has afull domain, since any integer may be written dm;nefor some m and n, then !T (f) has full domain. Inparticular !T (1T ) = 1T . Also !T (0T ) = 0T .Let k be an integer, �, � and � be three transforma-tions with full domains. Assume that the codomainsof � and � are disjoint. We de�ne jdjT , jrjT , jsjT andjtjT by: jdjT (n) = dk; ne;jrjT dm;ne = d�(m); ne;jsjT dn;me = d�(n);me;jtjT dl; dm;nee = d�dl;me; neThis interpretation is subjected to a lot of arbitrarychoices, beginning with the choice of the one-to-onemapping from N2 onto N. The e�ect of this is that we

can easily build some interpretation satisfying someadditional equations.As a matter of fact, T satis�es the inverse semi-group (isg) [4] equations:(f�)� = fff�f = fff�gg� = gg�ff�Actually, T is a universal isg in the sense that anycountable isg is isomorphical with a sub-isg of T . Isg'senjoy a lot of properties some of which we shall uselater, namely: for any f in an isg, ff� is an idempo-tent; if � and �0 are two idempotents of an isg, then��0 = �0�; if � is an idempotent and f an elementof an isg, then �f = ff��f and f��f is in turn anidempotent; if � is an idempotent and f , g are ele-ments of an isg such that fg = 0 then f�g = 0. Allthese properties are immediate in T once remarkedthat idempotents are just identities on some subset ofN; they may be more tricky to prove in general.The following property is a kind of converse of thesemantical version of AB� (corollary 4.4).Proposition 5.1 A monomial U rewrites w.r.t.LSO into an AB� form i� it is non null in each nontrivial model of LS.Proof. (sketch) The only if part is given by the se-mantical AB� corollary 4.4. For the if part, let U0be some normal form of U w.r.t. LSO (which ex-ists since, by the conuence proposition 4.2, LSO isnoetherian) and suppose that U0 is not an AB� form.Then there must be a con�guration x�!k(y) or !k(x�)yin U0 where x and y are two coe�cients of LS, k isa positive or null integer and such that no orientedequation can be applied. By symmetry we may con-sider only the �rst case. With a bit of work, one can�nd some interpretation of the constants of LS in Tsuch that jx�!k(y)jT is the null transformation. Sincex�!k(y) is occurring in U this entails that T j= U = 0.6 More about regular pathsIf  is a discriminant of lift c in G(M ), then itsweight is !k(G) for a monomial G of the form:G = !1ti1 !(!2ti2 !(: : :!ctic !(!c+1d)))where the !i's are products of r's and s's only. Sucha G will be called a w-discriminant of lift c. A w-



discriminant G of lift c satis�es the generalized com-mutation equation:!(U )G = G!c(U )for any monomialU . If  and 0 are two discriminantsbound by the same lambda node �, then their weightsare respectively !k(G) and !k(G0) where k is the depthof � and G and G0 are some w-discriminants. Fur-thermore G and G0 satisfy the generalized annihilationequation: G�G0 = 1 if  = 0= 0 otherwise.Proposition 6.1 (Rendez-vous property) Let 'be a path linking two nodes m and n and let m andn be the respective depths of m and n. If ' is a wbpthen its weight satis�es the rendez-vous equation:!n(X)w(') = w(')!m(X):Proof. The proof is by induction on the de�nition ofwbp's.(' is an edge). ' is the function edge of some appli-cation node so U = 1 and n = m. There is notmuch more to say.(' = '1 u'2 u0r). By de�nition '1 is a wbp endingat the context node c of an application node @whose context edge is u and '2 is a wbp startingat @ and ending in some �-node � whose bodyedge u0 ends in the node n. Let U1 and U2 betheir respective weights and k be the depth of @.Notice that c being the context node of @ is alsoat depth k and that � has the same depth n thann. Let U = w('); with these notations we have:U = !n(q�)U2!k(q)U1By induction hypothesis on '2 (which begins atdepth k) we get !n(q�)U2!k(q) = !n(q�)!n(q)U2,which is equal to U2 by the annihilation equa-tions of q so that �nally U = U2U1 Now again byinduction on '1 and '2 we have:!n(X)U = !n(X)U2U1= U2!k(X)U1= U2U1!m(X)= U !m(X)which shows that ' in turn satis�es the rendez-vous equation.

(' = '1  u ('2)r u0r). Both '1 and '2 are wbp's, '1ends in some variable node v,  is the discriminantof v bound by some �-node �, u is the variableedge of �, '2 starts in some application node @and ends in � and u0 is the argument edge of @.We denote by k the depth of � and by c the liftof . By de�nition v is therefore at depth k + c.Since ' ends in the argument node n of @ whichis at depth n it must be that n is strictly positiveand that the depth of @ is n � 1. Let Ui be theweight of 'i and G be the w-discriminant suchthat w() = !k(G). With these notation we haveU = !n�1(p�)U�2 !k(p)!k(G)U1Now since '1 starts at depth m and ends atdepth k + c and '2 starts at depth k and endsat depth n � 1, the induction hypothesis tellsus that !k+c(X)U1 = U1!m(X) and !k(X)U2 =U2!n�1(X). Thus we have !n�1(p�)U�2 !k(p) =!n�1(p�)!n�1(p)U�2 so that by the annihilationequation of p this is equal to U�2 and thereforeU = U�2 !k(G)U1. Again the rendez-vous equationapplied to U2 gives U = !n�1(G)U�2U1. Finallywe may write!n(X)U = !n(X)!n�1(G)U�2U1= !n�1(!(X)G)U�2U1= !n�1(G!c(X))U�2U1= !n�1(G)!n�1+c(X)U�2U1= !n�1(G)U�2 !k+c(X)U1= !n�1(G)U�2U1!m(X)so that ' indeed satis�es the rendez-vousproperty.Remark. The proof uses the equations of LS inan unoriented fashion. In other words the rendez-vous equation cannot be obtained only by usingthe rewriting system LSO.Lemma 6.2 (Subweight) Let � be a regularpath such that w(�) = U�V for some monomialsU , � and V . There are some positive monomialA and B such that � rewrites into AB� w.r.t.LSO.If � is idempotent in LS then A = B so that� = AA�. If � = �1�2 where �1 and �2 are twoidempotents of LS, then � is an idempotent ofLS.Proof. Since � is regular, w(�) and thus � arenot null in any model ofLS. Hence by the propo-sition 5.1, � has an AB� form.



Now suppose that �2 = �, thus we haveAB�AB� = AB�. Since A and B are positive,we have A�A = B�B = 1 so that B�A = 1. Nowit is fairly easy to show by induction on the lengthof A and B that this is possible only if A = B sothat we �nally get � = AA�.If � = �1�2 with �1 and �2 idempotent, then wehave just shown that there are some positive A1and A2 in LS such that �i = AiA�i . ThereforeA�1A2 is a subweight of w(�) thus by applying the�rst part of the lemma we get two positive A0i sothat A�1A2 = A02A01�. Hence � = A1A02A01�A�2 andwe have:�2 = A1A02A01�A�2A1A02A01�A�2= A1A02A01�A01A02�A02A01�A�2= A1A02A01�A�2= �showing that � is an idempotent.7 Regular well balanced paths are legalThe legality of a well balanced path is a necessarycondition for its regularity, as shown by Theorem 7.2.This statement relies on the following proposition:Proposition 7.1 (@-cycle property) Let @ be anapplication node in G(M ) at depth k, u be its applica-tion edge and ur u be an @-cycle at @. There is twomonomials U and � such that:w( ) = !k+1(U )�;and � is a k-commuting idempotent, i.e. � satis�es:�2 = �;!k(X)� = �!k(X);for any monomial X;Remark. This proposition expresses that the weightof any @-cycle is essentially similar to the weight of anelementary @-cycle. The di�erence only lies in someidempotent which is interpreted in the model T by apartial identity; furthermore the k-commutation prop-erty says that � is in some sense \invisible", at leastit doesn't interact with U .Proof. If the weight of  is null then the propositionis true by taking � = 0 and any monomial. So we maysuppose that w( ) is non null in LS. Let N be the

subterm argument of the application @. By de�nitionof @-cycles,  has the form: 0 v1 1 v1 �1 'r1@1 ur1 �1 u1@1 '1 �1 vr1 r1 v1  1 : : :  nwhere for each i,  i is a path entirely contained inN , i is the discriminant of some free occurrence ofvariable in N corresponding to the variable node vi,�i is the lambda node binding vi and vi is its variableedge, 'i is a wbp linking an application node @i tothe lambda node �i, ui is the argument edge of @iand uri �i ui is an @-cycle at the application node @i.We shall prove by induction on n then on  thatany path with the shape of  (de�ned in the foregoingparagraph) has the @-cycle property. Note that thisis a bit more general than the statement of the propo-sition since for the sake of induction loading, we don'tsuppose that the starting node of  0 and the endingnode of  n is the argument node of @.The base case is n = 0. Then  =  0 is entirelycontained in N . But N being the argument of @ whichis at depth k, the weight of  must be of the form:w( ) = w( 0) = !k+1(W0)for some monomial W0. Thus the proposition isproved with � = 1.If n > 0 let l1 be the depth of �1 so that the weightof 1 is of the form !l1(G1) for some w-discriminantG1of lift c1. Furthermore let U1 be the weight of '1 andk1 the depth of @1. Since ur1 �1 u1 is an @-cycle, �1has the good shape so we may suppose by inductionon �1 that its weight is of the formw(�1) = !k1+1(V1)�1for some monomial V1 and some k1-commuting idem-potent �1. Furthermore the su�x  1 : : :  n of  againhas the right shape so that its weight is by inductionon n w( 2 : : : n) = !k+1(V )�for some V and some k-commuting idempotent � ofLS. Thus the weight of  is equal to:w( ) = !k+1(V )�!l1(G�1)!l1 (p�)U1 !k1(p)!k1+1(V1)�1!k1(p�)U�1 !l1(p) !l1 (G1)!k+1(W0)Now since '1 is a wbp linking two nodes whose re-spective depths are k1 and l1 the rendez-vous propertyof '1 states that for any monomialX,!l1(X)U1 = U1!k1(X):



Thus we have !l1 (p�)U1!k1(p) = !l1 (p�)!l1 (p)U1 so thatby the morphism equations of ! and the annihilationequation of p this is equal to U1. The weight of  istherefore equal to:!k+1(V )�!l1 (G�1)U1!k1+1(V1)�1U�1 !l1(G1)!k+1(W0)If we let X be !l1 (G�1)U1!k1+1(V1)�1U�1 !l1(G1) then wehave: X = U1!k1(G�1)!k1+1(V1)�1U�1 !l1(G1)= U1!k1(G�1!(V1))�1U�1 !l1(G1)= U1!k1(!c1(V1)G�1)�1U�1 !l1 (G1)= U1!k1+c1 (V1)!k1(G�1)�1U�1 !l1(G1)= U1!k1+c1 (V1)�1!k1(G�1)U�1 !l1(G1)= U1!k1+c1 (V1)�1U�1 !l1(G�1)!l1 (G1)= U1!k1+c1 (V1)�1U�1= !l1+c1 (V1)U1�1U�1by using the rendez-vous equation of U1, thegeneralized commutation equation of G1, the k1-commutativity of �1, the rendez-vous equation of U1,the generalized annihilation equation of G1 and �nallythe rendez-vous equation of U1. Thus we get:w( ) = !k+1(V )�!l1+c1(V1)U1�1U�1 !k+1(W0):Now note that l1 being the depth of �1, it is alsothe depth of the discriminant node of 1 thus we havel1 � k. In other words there is a positive or null d1such that k = l1 + d1. Let X be any monomial. Byusing (again) the rendez-vous property of '1 and thek1-commuting property of �1 we have that:U1�1U�1 !k(X) = U1�1U�1 !l1+d1 (X)= U1�1!k1+d1 (X)U�1= U1!k1+d1 (X)�1U�1= !l1+d1 (X)U1�1U�1= !k(X)U1�1U�1so that U1�1U�1 is k-commuting. We have to showthat it is an idempotent. But by the subweight lemma(6.2), �1 being an idempotent there is a positive mono-mial A1 such that �1 = A1A�1. Furthermore the samelemma states that there are some positive B and Csuch that U1A1 = BC�. Thus we haveU1�1U�1 = BC�CB�= BB�which by positivity of B is clearly idempotent.

So we are in position to writew( ) = !k+1(V )�!l1+c1(V1)!k+1(W0)�01where �01 = U1�1U�1 is a k-commuting idempotent ofLS. But c1 is the lift of the discriminant 1 whichstarts at depth strictly greater than k and ends atdepth l1. Thus l1 + c1 is strictly greater than k; inother words there is a positive or null d01 such thatl1 + c1 = k + 1 + d01 so that by the k-commutation of� we may write:w( ) = !k+1(V )�!k+1+d01 (V1)!k+1(W0)�01= !k+1(V )�!k+1(!d01(V1)W0)�01= !k+1(V )!k+1(!d01 (V1)W0)��01= !k+1(V !d01(V1)W0)��01:Since � and �01 are k-commuting their product isalso k-commuting and being both idempotent, by thesubweight lemma their product is an idempotent.Theorem 7.2 Every regular wbp is legal.Proof. Let ' be a regular wbp. We have to checkthat any @-cycle in ' satis�es the legality condition;so let ur u be an @-cycle at some application node @(whose argument edge is u) and for i = 1 or 2, 'i be awbp linking @ to a lambda node �i, ui be the variableedge of �i, vi be a variable node bound by �i, i bethe discriminant of vi and suppose that the path� = v1 1 u1 �1 '1r @ur  u@'2 �2 u2r 2r v2is entirely contained in '. We are to show that  1 =v1 1 u1 �1 '1r @ur and  2 = v2 2 u2 �2 '2r @ur areequal.Let k and ki be the respective depth of @ and �i;the weights of 'i and i are respectively of the formUi and !ki(Gi) where Gi is some w-discriminant of liftci. Then the weight of � is:!k2(G�2)!k2(p�)U2!k(p)w( )!k(p�)U�1 !k1(p)!k1(G1)By the rendez-vous property of '1 and '2, and theannihilation equations of p this is equal to:w(�) = !k2(G�2)U2w( )U�1 !k1(G1)But the @-cycle property tells us that w( ) =!k+1(U )� for some U and some idempotent �. Fur-thermore Gi is a w-discriminant with lift ci. So bythe rendez-vous property again, the morphism equa-tion of ! and the generalized commutation equation of



Gi we have:w(�) = !k2(G�2)U2 !k+1(U )�U�1 !k1(G1)= !k2(G�2) !k2+1(U )U2�U�1 !k1(G1)= !k2(G�2 !(U ))U2�U�1 !k1(G1)= !k2(!c2(U )G�2)U2�U�1 !k1(G1)= !k2+c2(U ) !k2(G�2)U2�U�1 !k1(G1)Let Wi = !k(p�)U�i !ki(p)!ki(Gi) be the weight of i. By the rendez-vous property and the annihilationequations of p we have Wi = U�i !ki(Gi). Thus w(�) =!k2+c2 (U )W �2 �W1.Now by lemma 3.1 (straight property) we easily getthat  1 and  2 are straight paths ending in the samenode. Since they are straight, we must have either i = �ivi� where v1 and v2 are two distinct premisesof a binary node, or one  i is a su�x of the other.In the �rst case let xi be the weight of vi, Viand V be the respective weights of  i and  so thatWi = V xiVi. Since the vi's are distinct premises ofa binary node we have x�2x1 = 0 in LS, thus theyare interpreted by partial transformations with dis-joint codomains in T . Butw(�) = !k2+c2 (U )V �2 x�2V ��V x1V1:V ��V being an idempotent of T we get thatx�2V ��V x1 and therefore w(�) are null in T . By thesemantical AB� corollary 4.4 we deduce that w(�) isnull in LS which contradicts the hypothesis that � isregular.Hence we have for example that  2 is a su�x of 1. This entails that '2 is a pre�x of '1. Butboth are wbp's of type @-� thus by the lemma 3.1(pre�x property) are equal. Thus we have  i =vi i u1 �1 '1r @ur; joined to the fact that  2 is asu�x of  1 we obtain that  2 =  1.8 Legal paths are regularWe shall prove in this section the coincidence oflegal paths and (well-balanced) regular paths. For theregularity of every legal path, we need two lemmas.The former is proved in [2], the latter in [14].Lemma 8.1 LetM be a term, ' a legal path in G(M ),� the leftmost outermost redex crossed by ' and M 0the term obtained by �ring �. Then ' has a uniqueresidual '0 in M 0 and '0 is in turn legal.Lemma 8.2 (The Lifting Lemma) Let ' be astraight path in G(M ) whose weight is P , � be the

leftmost outermost redex crossed by ' and u the corre-sponding redex edge in G(M ), @ and � be respectivelythe application and the lambda node linked by u. Sup-pose ' has a residual '0 by the reduction of �. Thenwe have: w(') = A(w('0)B�for some positive A and B in LS.Proof (sketch). We use some key properties of 'w.r.t. its leftmost outermost redex, namely that underthe hypotheses of the lemma ' may be decomposedinto: ' = '0 0 v u v0� 0 v0 u v� 0� '1 � � � 'n n v u v0�  nv0 u v� n� 'n+1)where v and v0 are respectively the variable edge of� and the argument edge of @, i's are discriminantsof occurrences of the variable bound by �, 'i's aresubpaths of ' lying completely outside the argumentof @ and  i's are subpaths of ' lying completely in-side the argument of @. The parenthesized subpathsmay possibly be empty. From this a straightforwardcomputation of the weight gives the result.Theorem 8.3 Every legal path ' is regular.Proof. We prove by induction on the length of 'that its weight is in the AB� form thus giving also aproof of the AB� theorem for legal paths. If ' is thefunction edge of an application node then its weightis 1 so it is in AB� form. Otherwise by de�nition ofwbp, ' must cross some redex. Let � be the leftmostoutermost redex of ' and '0 be the residual of ' by thecontraction of � which uniquely exists and is legal bylemma 8.1. Then by induction hypothesis, the weightof '0 is AB� for some positive elements A and B ofLS. But by the lifting lemma, there are some positiveC and D such that w(') = Cw('0)D� = CAB�D�.Remark. Actually the proof of the AB� theorem isessentially similar. One has just to take care of thefact that if ' is not legal then its weight may possiblybe 0.8.1 Another proof.We shall give here the outline of another proof ofthe foregoing theorem. We call cycle a straight pathof the form  � u 0ur where u is the variable edge ofa lambda node �. Let 1, : : : n be the discriminants



bound by �. We say that the cycle  is deterministicif  satis�es:w(i j) = 0 () i 6= j :With this de�nition, it is possible to show the fol-lowing proposition:Proposition 8.4 Let ' be a wbp and  be a subpathof '. If  is a deterministic cycle at some lambdanode �, then for any discriminant  bound by � thepath  r is a v-cycle.Remark. This proposition mirrors the @-cycle prop-erty 7.1 of the foregoing section. The @-cycle propertystates that a path having such geometrical property(being an @-cycle) has such weight property; the de-terministic cycles property state that a path havingsuch weight property has such geometrical property(it is a v-cycle). Also note that a v-cycle is a path ofthe form u'r 'urr where  is a discriminant boundby some lambda node �, u is the variable edge of �,' is a wbp linking some application node @ to � and is an @-cycle at @; now the @-cycle property of  and the rendez-vous-property of ' show that u'r 'uis a deterministic cycle. This allows us to see the de-terministic cycle property as a kind of converse of the@-cycle property.Let now ' be a non regular wbp. Then one mayshow that ' has a subpath of the form 1 2 where1 and 2 are two distinct discriminants bound by thesame lambda node � and  is a deterministic cycle at�. Therefore ' cannot be legal since this would entailthat 1 = 2.9 The sharing graph implementationPaths provide a basic semantics of sharing graphs[11, 9]. Let us rephrase the notions in [9] in G(M ).The (�nite) contexts are terms de�ned by the fol-lowing grammar:a ::= 2 j � � a j ? � a j ] � a j \ � a j ha; biDe�nition 9.1 A consistent path along a G(M ) isan undirected path that can be consistently labeled bycontexts. By \consistently" we mean that any pair ofconsecutive edges satis�es the corresponding constraintin the �gure below, where An[b] denotes a context ofthe form h� � � hb; ani � � � ; a1i. In the cases of the con-text and variable nodes, the constraint is just to havethe same context on top and below.

a An[a] n An[ha;2i]b An[hha; bi; ci] n An[ha; hb; cii]c An[ha; bi] n An[ha; ? � bi]d An[ha; bi] n An[ha; � � bi]e An[a] � n An[] � a]f An[a] � n An[\ � a]g An[a] @n An[] � a]h An[a] @n An[\ � a]Figure 1: Context transformations9.1 Regular paths and consistent pathsThe property we are going to prove states that apath is consistent if and only if it is regular. The \onlyif" direction will follow by showing that the partialtransformations of contexts based on the eight oper-ations illustrated in Figure 1 are a model of dynamicalgebras. The \if" direction is a consequence of corol-lary 4.4Actually, in order to prove that context transfor-mations are a model of dynamic algebras, we mustconsider in�nite contexts. Let C1 be the class of func-tions from natural numbers to contexts; we shall de-note C 2 C1 as hh� � � C(1)i; C(0)i. De�nition 9.1 canbe easily generalized to in�nite contexts. Note thatany in�nite context may be written hC; ai where C isin turn an in�nite context and a is a �nite context.We remark that we can correctly shift the reason-ings to in�nite contexts because every �nite path isconsistent if and only if it can be consistently labeled



with in�nite contexts.De�nition 9.2 (transformations of contexts)We denote by H the set of partial transformations overC1, i.e. of one-to-one functions from some subset ofC1 into C1. Composition of partial transformationsis de�ned in the obvious way.Among the transformations ofH, we shall recognizethe following ones:� if h 2 H then h� is the reverse transformation: itsdomain is the codomain of h and its codomain isthe domain of h;� 0; 1 2 H, 0 is the erroneous transformationnowhere de�ned; 1 is the identity on H;� each constraint of �gure 1 may be seen as a par-tial transformation: namely associate the con-text labelling the premise to the context labellingthe non premise edge of the node. In particularthe transformations associated to the context andvariable nodes both are the identity and the onescorresponding to cases (e) and (h) (resp. (f) and(g)) are equal. We denote by dn, tn, rn, sn, pnand qn the transformations de�ned respectivelyby cases (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (f). These are thebasic transformations of level n;� if h is a partial transformation then we denote by!(h) the transformation de�ned by:!(h)hC; ai = hh(C); ai:Theorem 9.3 The family H is a non trivial model ofLS.Proof. The constants 0, 1 are interpreted by 0 and1; p and q by p0 and q0; for each i the exponentialcoe�cients d, t, r and s are interpreted respectivelyby d0, t0, r0, s0; the involution � by the inversion ofpartial transformation and the morphism ! (in LS) by! (in H). When it is not ambiguous, we shall drop thesuperscript 0 from the interpretations of the constants.Note that if bn is a basic transformation of level nthen we have !(bn) = bn+1. Thus bn =!n(b0).Let us check some of the axioms. The facts thatthe ! of H is a morphism and that the inversion isan antimorphism for composition are immediate. LetC = hC0; ai be any context; then p�p(C) = p�hC0; ] �ai = hC0; ai = C. Furthemore p�q(C) = p�hC0; \ � ai;but hC0; \ � ai is not in the codomain of p thus notin the domain of p�, thus p�q is nowhere de�ned, i.e.equal to 0. Now C0 may be written hC1; bi so that

C = hhC1; bi; ai. Let h be any partial transformation;then �!(h)t�(C) =!(h)hC1; ha; bii = hh(C1); ha; bii and�t!2(h)�(C) = thhh(C1); bi; ai = hh(C1); ha; bii so theyare indeed equal; this shows that t satis�es the com-mutation axiom of t. The computations for the otheraxioms are similar.To any path ' in G(M ) we can associate a con-text transformation h' by (anti)composing the basictransformations of the edges crossed by '. This con-struction immediately yields the following lemma:Lemma 9.4 H j= h' = w('):Theorem 9.5 A path ' in G(M ) is consistent i� itis regular.Proof. By de�nition, ' is consistent i� h' is notthe 0 transformation. By the foregoing lemma this isequivalent to w(') 6= 0 in H. The only if part of thetheorem follows from the fact that H is a model ofLS. The if part is a consequence of the corollary 4.4of the AB� theorem.Remark. The model H is not initial in the categoryof dynamic algebras. For instance d� t is not provablyequal to 0 in LS. But it is 0 in H, since the trans-formation d�t is nowhere de�ned. What expressesthe theorem is that H is a good model for computingweights of paths (see the remark after corollary 4.4).References[1] A. Asperti. Linear Logic, Comonads, and Opti-mal Reductions. To appear on Fundamenta In-formaticae, 1993.[2] A. Asperti and C. Laneve. Paths, Computationsand Labels in the �-calculus. In RTA '93, volume690 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science, pages152 { 167. Springer-Verlag, 1993.[3] N. Bourbaki. Th�eorie des ensembles. Hermann& C. Editeurs, 1954.[4] A.H. Cli�ord and G.B. Preston. The AlgebraicTheory of Semi-groups. InMathematical Surveys,vol. 7, A.M.S., 1961.[5] V. Danos. La Logique Lin�eare appliqu�ee �a l'�etudede divers processus de normalisation (principale-ment du �-calcul). PhD thesis, Universit�e ParisVII, 1990.
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